Greater Detroit Chapter Geographic Territory
(updated 2/6/2014)

The Greater Detroit Chapter By-Laws, Article IV, Section 3, states that the current Greater Detroit Chapter geographic territory is defined within this Chapter Territory Description. This document and included description of the Greater Detroit Chapter geographic territory for membership can be modified at any time by a simple majority vote of the Chapter Executive Committee and/or as proffered by ASSE Society.

The Chapter is located in Region VII and the Chapter’s geographical area is defined as follows: All areas of the following Michigan counties: Lapeer, Lenawee, Macomb, Monroe, Oakland, St. Clair, Washtenaw and Wayne; and, areas in the following Ohio counties: Lucas, Wood, and Hancock (Maumee Valley). Note that all of the General Motors Proving Ground, including any projections west into Livingston County, is to be considered within the jurisdiction of the Greater Detroit Chapter.